NATIONAL INFORMATICS CENTRE SERVICES INC. (NICSI)
MANDATE

National Informatics Centre Services Inc. (NICSI) was set-up in August, 1995 as a Section 25 Company (Now Section 8 Company) under the Companies Act as an extended arm of National Informatics Centre (NIC), to provide total IT Solutions & Services to the Central and State Government Departments and Organisations. NICSI has, accordingly, been playing a vital role in providing Hardware & Software; Technical Services including State-of-the-art solutions in all ICT related domains effectively and efficiently.

Vision

“Achieve leadership position in the technology enablement of India there by contributing effectively to accelerate socio economic growth”.

Mission

"To promote and provide transparent value added Information and Communication Technology procurement services and business solutions to customers at competitive prices with a focus on socio-economic development”.

Main Objectives

- To promote economic, scientific, technological, social and cultural development of India by promoting utilisation of ICT networks, informatics etc. including NICNET.
- To promote further development of services, technologies, infrastructure and expertise supplementing that developed by NIC.
- To develop and promote value added computer and computer communication services over the basic infrastructure and services developed by NIC.

Role & Functions

- To authorise NICSI and NIC to utilise the services, technologies, expertise and infrastructure of both NICSI and NIC with tariff and service charges mutually agreed upon.
- To evolve a dynamic and flexible manpower policy to enable NICSI to grow without explicitly creating posts except Company Secretary while acting as a conduit for progressive reduction of manpower budget of NIC.
- To take specialist manpower of NIC on temporary rotational deputation basis along with their posts.
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